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* _Adobe Photoshop CS3 for Dummies_ by Darrell Etherington and Scott Murray takes a beginner's approach and explains
important and practical topics in a unique way. This book is published by Wiley Publishing, Inc. and is available at amazon.com.
_Photoshop CS3 for Dummies_ by Chuck Bayers and Robert Kulhawik is another great book for new users. It's written for the
intermediate user, who already has a good understanding of Photoshop and the principles. It teaches users how to edit or
manipulate images using layers, masks, and smart objects. Chuck and Robert, the co-authors of _Photoshop CS4 for Dummies_
and _Professional Photoshop for Dummies_, explain what features are new and how to use them. Chuck, a well-known trainer,
and Robert have been doing Photoshop for some time, and this book includes a decent amount of tutorial content. Wiley
Publishing, Inc. and amazon.com are partners in this book. _Photoshop GIMP Pocket Reference_ by Dave Coffin is another
great beginner's book for Photoshop. It's written in a very direct, easy-to-understand style and helps new users get the most out
of the program. Dave Coffin has a wealth of experience in the field and knows how to convey complex topics to new users. The
book includes how-to tutorials as well as a quick reference for the new user. _Photoshop CS5 for Dummies_ by Steve Rabin
and Terry White, and _Wiley_ _Photoshop CS4,_ by Matt Kloskowski and Karl Kennedy were the best books for Photoshop
when they first came out. Because they were written so well, people kept buying them year after year, and they've been updated
many times over the years since they first came out. Although these books are great, I recommend finding out more about a new
aspect of Photoshop just by going to the Adobe website. Visit `www.adobe.com` and search for the features you want to know
more about. Photoshop has a ton of important information for new users on the website, and you can learn about whatever you
want. Here's a list of some of the most frequently asked questions on the website: * **How can I use a print or web-to-print
service with Photoshop?** Visit `www.adobe.com/products/printing.html` to find out how to use Photoshop with a Web-to-Print
service.
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Image Viewer Combine layers of photos into one photo. Open an image Image > Open Effects Animated GIF Maker Create an
animated GIF file using a template. Image > Animated GIF Grayscale Adjust color (color) and brightness (hue). Image > Adjust
> Color > Convert to Grayscale Sepia Tone Adds a sepia look. Image > Adjust > Color > Sepia Tone Colorize Adjust color and
brightness using a color-wheel. Image > Adjust > Color > Colorize Sketch Insert an artistically composed line drawing in the
image. Image > Sketch > Ink Black And White Make an image look black and white. Image > Adjust > Brightness/Contrast
Gamma Adjust brightness (luminance) and contrast (chrominance) to get a proper gamma curve. Image > Adjust >
Brightness/Contrast > Gamma Cropping Enlarge, reduce, or replace areas of a photo. Image > Crop Rotate Rotate an image or
mask around a central point. Image > Rotate Add borders Add a bevel and emboss to the image. Image > Borders > Bevel &
Emboss Gaussian Blur Remove objects such as noise and other small objects from an image. Image > Adjust > Blur > Gaussian
Blur Sharpen Add or remove sharpening to an image. Image > Adjust > Sharpen > Sharpen Gaussian Blur Make a visible
texture on an image. Image > Adjust > Gaussian Blur > Gaussian Blur Lighten Create a lighter photo. Image > Adjust >
Brightness/Contrast Shake Turn the image upside down. Image > Crop > Flip Horizontal Invert Complementary color Image >
Adjust > Color > Colorize Curves Adjust an image by changing its brightness. Image > Adjust > Curves Fill Add or remove a
light color Image > Adjust > Fill Desaturate Adjust colors from their full range. Image > Adjust 05a79cecff
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The Live Paint feature lets you paint on an image, and the software will "paint" over the top of the image you are working on in
real time. The Gradient tool lets you create a linear gradient (a smooth transition from one color to another). Effects let you
apply your own digital image effects to an existing photo, for instance, this is useful for making photos look like an old-time
sepia-toned photograph. The Healing Brush is useful for removing blemishes, tears, and other minor imperfections in an image.
The Pen tool lets you draw on an image like you do with ink or pencil. It's a useful tool for creating calligraphy or other
traditional art effects. As you practice using these tools, you'll find that Photoshop becomes more creative than you imagined.
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2d 648, 651 (Colo.Ct.App. 1998) (holding that if a worker’s injuries were caused by a non-compensable risk they must be
apportioned between the compensable employer and its workers’ compensation insurance carrier under Workers Compensation
Act § 8-40-201(2)(a)). The agreement stated that a recovery of benefits would be available to plaintiffs only if the accident
occurred in the course of employment. The district court found that the claim arose from plaintiffs’ injuries before the workers’
compensation claim had even been filed. In his brief on appeal, Smith acknowledges that plaintiffs’ “lawsuit was brought against
[Sanitation and his] insurer, the Colorado Public Entity Insurance Fund, and [Sanitation’s] workers’ compensation insurance
carrier, and not against [Sanitation].” Appellant’s Br. at 14. Similarly, at oral argument, he stated that he did not intend to hold
Sanitation liable for his injuries. To the extent that Smith contends that the district court failed to take cognizance of a “fiction”
known as the “Delphi defense,” we fail to see how that defense can possibly save his case when he concedes that plaintiffs are
suing the insurer, and not the employer, and there are no allegations of fraud on the part of the insurer. -4- Finally, Smith argues
that his action against the insurer and its workers’ compensation carrier was “implied” because Sanitation’s workers’
compensation insurer is liable to compensate Sanitation for the injuries he allegedly suffered. The Colorado Court of Appeals
recently rejected a similar claim in Sampson v. Bd. of County Comm’rs, 69 P.3d 626 (Colo.Ct.App. 2003). There, the court
held that it was “logically impossible” for a county to be both the employer and the workers�
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